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Book ReviewsRobert J. BAUMGARDNER, (ed.). South Asian English: Structure, Use, Users. 
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996. xiii-xvii + 286 pages.Robert Baumgardner's South Asian Eng-
lish is the third volume in the University
of Illinois series English in the Global
Context and results from the first Inter-
national Conference on English in South
Asia held in January, 1989, in Islamabad,
Pakistan. Like the other volumes in the
series, this volume is tightly edited and
introduces readers to perspectives on the
diaspora of English not readily available
from what Kachru terms «outer circle»
sources, i.e. English-using nations which
for the most part are former colonies of
the U.S. or Great Britain. The volume
contains sixteen papers along with prefa-
tory comments by general series editor
Braj Kachru, introductory comments
from Baumgardner, and an afterword
from the late Sidney Greenbaum.
Both the conference itself and this re-
sulting volume are an important reflec-
tion of the internationalization of Eng-
lish. Contained within the text are
original contributions to theory-building
within the World Englishes paradigm,
one which has evolved over the past two
decades and is centered on three princi-
ples: polymodels of English best account
for the use of English around the world;
local contexts shape the growth of partic-
ular varieties of English; and, ownershipof the English language is not a privilege
belonging solely to those in Great Brit-
ain, Canada, the U.S., Australia, and
New Zealand (Kachru, 1988). 
In addition to the theory-building
pieces, there is a fine compendium of
both descriptive and empirical work from
the sub-continent. Twelve of the sixteen
contributing authors are South Asian.
Two others, Robert Baumgardner and
Beverly Hartford, have conducted exten-
sive research over the past two decades in
South Asia, Baumgardner in Iran, Sri
Lanka, and Pakistan, and Hartford in Ne-
pal. The other two contributors, Charles
Ferguson and Richard Bailey, have long
been involved in theory-building and de-
scriptive work in both general linguistics
and World Englishes in particular.
The authors provide consistent and
compelling calls for readers to investigate
a range of explanations for various phe-
nomena in South Asian varieties of Eng-
lish. Baumgardner divides the volume
into five parts: Contexts and Issues;
Structure and Contact; Functions and
Innovations; Curriculum; and English
and the Multilingual's Creativity. 
Part One [Contexts and Issues] con-
tains three papers by Braj Kachru,
Charles Ferguson, and Richard Bailey.
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 Kachru's, «South Asian English: toward
an identity in diaspora» focuses on his-
torical issues tied to identity, accultura-
tion, descriptions and analysis of linguis-
tic innovations, and finally what he
terms «current controversies and linguis-
tic schizophrenia» (1996: 11) along with
current research initiatives in South
Asian English. Ferguson compares Eng-
lish to other imperialist languages as he
examines the role of such languages in
national development and international
collaboration. Bailey uses poetry and the
reactions of a series of scholars he corre-
sponded with to examine attitudes to-
ward English, posing an initial question
as to the usefulness of English in South
Asia and examining how many individu-
als would respond to the question. Of
these three focus articles, Kachru's best
frames a range of issues, although Bai-
ley's introduction of South Asian poems
dealing with peoples' relationships to
English provides a healthy genre respite
from typical academic prose. Ferguson's
comparative perspective provides an im-
portant way to view the spread of Eng-
lish as contrasted with the spread of San-
skrit, Persian, and Portuguese. 
The second section [Part Two:
Structure and Contact] contains five ar-
ticles, two dealing with Indian English,
two dealing with Nepali English, and
one dealing with Lankan English. S.N.
Sridhar's paper explores the lectal range
of South Asian English. It contains very
tight descriptive information and a clear
methodology section. A research agenda
for others is provided as well as a sugges-
tion for how to begin compiling features
that characterize «the common core of
South Asian English» (1996: 69). What
is particularly important about this sug-
gestion is that it jumps directly into a
long-standing challenge from Randolph
Quirk to World Englishes scholars to de-
velop standards and stable descriptions
of nativized Englishes (cf. Quirk, 1987).
The other syntax paper in this section byThiru Kandiah continues a theory-
building motif. He creates a strong argu-
ment in favor of indigenization of lin-
guistic theory as he examines syntactic
deletion in Lankan English. He calls for
a reversal of the flow of intellectual
knowledge «within a re-framing world
where erstwhile passive receivers are now
claiming participant status» (1996: 105).
He also introduces the term «Kachruvian
paradigm» (1996,112). While Braj
Kachru would likely discourage scholars
from use of such terminology and pro-
mote the phrase «World Englishes para-
digm», it is a most fitting tribute to the
field's architect. Yugeshwar Verma's very
succinct paper on features of Nepali
newspaper English complements Beverly
Hartford's «The relationship of New
Englishes and linguistic theory: a cogni-
tive-based grammar of Nepali English».
Hartford advocates the use of semanti-
cally-based approaches to how New Eng-
lishes are studied. As with several other
papers in the volume, she provides an
articulate rationale for using our knowl-
edge of nativized Englishes or what she
terms «New Englishes» to refine current
linguistic theory. In her strongly-worded
conclusion, she states «[New Englishes]
can and should play a central role in the
development of [semantic-based] frame-
works… [T]hey must be accomodated in
any linguistic theory that purports to ex-
plain the phenomena of language acqui-
sition and language change» (1996:102).
Contrasting the theory-framing and the-
ory-building pieces of the rest of this sec-
tion, S.V. Shastri's paper demonstrates
the use of computer corpora to examine
complementation in Indian English. He
provides not only excellent descriptive
data on complementation but contrasts
it with work by Baumgardner on Paki-
stani English, questioning why charac-
teristics evident in Pakistani English are
not evident in Indian English. He also
provides helpful references for others
seeking to use various computer corpora
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 including the Kolhapur Corpus of Indi-
an English. 
The third section [Part Three: Func-
tions and Innovations] of South Asian
English contains four papers. Yamuna
Kachru also uses a large corpus of data
(25,000 words) to examine expository
writing by Indian college students. Of
particular interest is her second research
hypothesis, which was supported, that
«The writing conventions followed by the
bilingual student population will show ef-
fects of first-language socialization regard-
less of the medium of high school educa-
tion (English versus Hindi)» (1996: 130).
Kamal Sridhar's article explores the
speech act of requesting, drawing upon
Indian college students in an English me-
dium institution. Sridhar found that the
subjects in her study were less able to han-
dle certain types of requests in English
than their American counterparts. Srid-
har's data confirm the critical principle in
the World Englishes paradigm that ‘outer
circle’ varieties frequently have more lim-
ited functional ranges than ‘inner circle’
varieties, i.e. American, Australian, Brit-
ish, Canadian, and New Zealand English.
Bhatia continues to explore contras-
tive pragmatics within the genre of job
applications in the third paper in this
section. The only microethnographic
study in the collection, Bhatia looks at
four South Asian contexts: Indian, Sri
Lanka, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. The
primary job application strategies ex-
plored are self-glorification, adversary
glorification, and self-degradation. His
data support prior work on this genre. 
The final paper in this section is au-
thored by volume editor Robert Baum-
gardner. This paper again underscores a
critical dimension of World Englishes:
local context determines usage, in this
case political lexis in Pakistani English.
With careful attention to supporting de-
tails, via prose examples as well as politi-
cal cartoons, Baumgardner follows five
primary lexical items throughout thePakistani political press. In the final sec-
tion of the article, he charts a contrastive
analysis of the terms in Pakistan, India,
Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sri Lanka. With
his usual dry wit and sense of what may
capture readers' attention, he introduces
a term which may find its way into Amer-
ican English, competing with «lobbying».
The term is to «Marriott», explained as
«the local word for locking politicians up
in the Marriott Hotel, Islamabad, and
making them irresistible offers».
The application of World Englishes
theory and practice to the real world of
curriculum development is critically im-
portant. Yet it merits only two papers in
Part Four [The Curriculum]: Hamidur
Rahman's «Acceptability and English
Curriculum Change in Bangaldesh», and
Chitra Fernando's «The Ideational Func-
tion of English in Sri Lanka». Rahman's
paper is a critically important case study
illustrating the conflict that occurs when
nativized varieties move from being
«norm-developing» to «norm-producing»
(Kachru, 1996: 138). He provides pow-
erful support for why Bangladeshi Eng-
lish should serve as a prescriptive norm
for Bangladeshi students. Chitra Fernan-
do presents data examining the ideational
function of English (cf. Halliday's
(1975:3) mathetic function —«language
as reflection») (Fernando, 1996:206). At
the same time, she structures a key argu-
ment for the substantive and structural
indigenization (cf. Hamnett, Porter,
Singh, and Kumar, 1983) of English for
Specific Purposes instruction in Sri Lan-
ka. She states: 
[…] the higher forms of creativity
—the generation of theoretically
significant knowledge— can arise
only when the foreign knowledge
paradigm has taken deep root in
native soil and become part and
parcel of the country's heritage as
a result of being equally accessible
to the school-going population
[…] (1996: 217). 
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                             Both of these papers are solid pieces.
This section would have been strength-
ened by either a few more case studies or
another theory-building piece, for it is in
curricular applications that the power
and appeal of the World Englishes para-
digm become most apparent. 
The last section of the volume [Part
Five: English and the Multilingual's Cre-
ativity] presents authors Anita Desai and
Bapsi Sidhwa sharing portions of their
creative writing and reflections upon it.
Desai finishes her paper calling upon
readers to «remain aware and open to all
possibilities» (1996: 230), a fitting re-
minder to all those interested in develop-
ing greater familiarity with English as
spoken by all its users. Sidwha goes a step
further, cautioning readers to keep local
context in focus at all times. She con-
trasts writers of South Asian origin,
schooled in England and residing therein
with Indian and Pakistani authors who
do not leave these countries. She accuses
the former of picking «exotic, amusing,
bizarre, and salable» (1996: 240) ele-
ments from ‘outer circle’ cultures. She
characterizes the latter authors as having
to «stretch the language to adapt it to al-
ien thoughts and values which have no
precedent of expression in English, sub-
ject the language to a pressure that dis-
torts… enlarges its scope and changes itsshape without recourse to self-conscious
stylistic gymnastics» (1996: 249).
In his afterword, Sidney Greenbaum
addresses the issue of codification and
standardization in South Asian English-
es, calling for greater research to establish
features within what Kachru terms the
«cline of bilingualism» and «lectal range»
(Kachru, 1992 ). His closing remark re-
affirms the role of indigenization of such
research: «It remains the task of local
scholars to investigate their own lan-
guages and to lead the way to its local ac-
ceptance» (1996: 245).
Baumgardner has supported just such
endeavors in his seven-year post-confer-
ence labor of love to pull these papers to-
gether. This volume provides a map for
those scholars and students alike who
wish to step into this territory. The cita-
tions in the articles reflect work through
1992; 115 non-Anglo authors are repre-
sented. As Braj Kachru states in the text
preface, this volume is a «trailblazer». It
belongs in the homes of students of lan-
guage and linguistics and in the libraries
of those who wish to acquaint themselves
with innovations in theory, research, and
practice in New Englishes.
Kimberley Brown
Portland State UniversityREFERENCES
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                                    A view on South Africa
Vivian DE KLERK (ed.). Focus on South Africa. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: 
John Benjamins, 1996. 328 pages.
Kathleen HEUGH, Amanda SIEGRÜHN and Peter PLÜDDEMANN (eds.). 
Multilingual Education for South Africa. Johannesburg: Heinmann, 
1995. ix + 150 pages.
Russell H. KASCHULA and Christine ANTHONISSEN. Communicating 
Across Cultures in South Africa: Towards a Critical Language Awareness. 
Johannesburg etc.: Hodder & Stoughton, and Witwatersrand University 
Press, 1995. vii + 120 pages.
L.W. LANHAM, David LANGHAM, Arie BLACQUIERE and Laurence WRIGHT. 
Getting the Message in South Africa. Intelligibility. Readability. 
Comprehensibility. Howick: Brevitas, 1995. iii + 132 pages.
Rajend MESTHRIE (ed.). Language and Social History. Studies in South 
African Sociolinguistics. Cape Town and Johannesburg: David Philip, 
1995. xx + 352 pages.The mid-1990s have seen the renewal of
a vigorous debate in South Africa around
the issue of language, as indicated by the
appearance of the five books to be dis-
cussed here. Democratisation has been
accompanied by major shifts in the lan-
guage debate, away from the exclusive
focus on English and Afrikaans, and to-
wards the multiplicity signalled by the
eleven official languages now enshrined
in the Constitution. Of course the ap-
pearance of the Interim Constitution in
1993 and the final Constitution in 1996
does not mean that the language debate
is now over. As Wright comments, ‘[t]he
new political dispensation has quite
rightly prompted language specialists
and others to re-think the South African
language conundrum. At such a historic
juncture, it is appropriate to throw the
full pack of cards in the air many times to
see the different ways they could fall.’
(Lanham et al. 1995: 1) Among the con-
tributors to these publications, however,
a high degree of consensus seems to have
been reached as to the policies to be pur-
sued: the multilingualism required by
the Constitution must indeed be imple-
mented, for this is the most promisinglinguistic route to democracy and social
justice. Yet English will long continue to
play a substantial role. It is at this point
that concern tends to be voiced, for the
unquestioned perpetuation of the
present hegemony of English is seen as
one of the chief dangers to democracy.
This newly heralded multilingualism
has consequences for any post-apartheid
discussion of English —as a glance at the
works under consideration soon shows.
Linguists can no longer discuss English
in isolation, or simply as an extension of
the metropolitan English from which it
originated; the varying impact of its
present linguistic neighbours must be ac-
knowledged. Furthermore the meaning
of the term ‘English language’ has broad-
ened substantially to include the differ-
ent varieties of English spoken in South
Africa, including non-standard varieties
and specifically, the L2 varieties about
which little is as yet known. 
Of the five books under considera-
tion, only de Klerk (1996) and Lanham
et al. (1995) focus primarily on English.
These two, together with Mesthrie's
more wide-ranging volume (1995), are
written from a sociolinguistic perspective
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   and for an academic readership. The col-
lection of original articles edited by de
Klerk seeks to provide an ‘ongoing
record of current scholarship’ (1996: 9)
in the field of English in South Africa, by
presenting an historic and synchronic
treatment of sociocultural and pedagogi-
cal issues. The five original articles in
Lanham et al's volume (1995) focus on
the crucial issue of ‘effective communica-
tion’ (1995: 1), with the intention of
making a ‘small but deliberate interven-
tion in the debate on South Africa's lin-
guistic future’ (1995: 1). Mesthrie's sub-
stantial collection of articles (only five of
the twenty-five have been previously
published) seeks to ‘build a solid founda-
tion for the discipline of sociolinguistics
in South Africa, by giving specialist treat-
ments of salient sociohistorical and socio-
linguistic issues concerning a variety of
languages.’ (1995: xviii) Its two main
thrusts are the sociohistory of languages
and language varieties, and language
contact. The final two volumes, written
for a broader readership, each address a
specific issue, respectively education
(Heugh et al. 1995) and cross-cultural
communication (Kaschula and Antho-
nissen 1995). The hegemonic position of
the English language is reflected in its
pivotal position in the discussion of these
more general topics.
In the following, I will look at select-
ed themes which figure prominently
both in these works and in the language
debate generally: South African varieties
of English, English in multilingual
South Africa, the question of a standard
variety, English in education, and cross-
cultural communication. 
The focus of research into South Afri-
can varieties of English has shifted sub-
stantially in the last decade. Clearly,
English is being reconceptualised to rep-
resent the varieties actually spoken in the
country, in their numerical preponder-
ance. Branford's valuable ‘Preliminary
overview’ of English in South Africa, forinstance, considers L1 English last, ‘be-
cause most South Africans experience
English as a second language’(de Klerk
1996: 34). In Section 2 of de Klerk's
book, the ‘new’ English varieties intro-
duced historically by Branford are indi-
vidually described and grounded in their
respective communities: Gough presents
Black South African English (1996:
53-77), Mesthrie, South African Indian
English (1996: 79-98), Watermeyer,
Afrikaans English (1996: 99-124) and
Malan, Cape Flats English (1996: 125-
148). Mesthrie's volume has a similar
range: he includes a discussion of South
African English by Lass (1995: 89-106),
Black South African English by Buthele-
zi (a reprint of an earlier article, 1995:
242-250) and an article of his own on
South African Indian English (1995:
251-264). In addition, McCormick dis-
cusses the language spoken in District
Six, Cape Town, in terms of code-
switching (1995: 193-208). It should be
noted that the quantity of research on
which these several contributions can
draw varies greatly. As Gough points
out: ‘While research into white varieties
of English in South Africa is fairly well
established, research examining the Eng-
lish of black South Africans is still in its
infancy’ (de Klerk 1996: 53).
The names used for the various vari-
eties present something of a problem,
varying as they do between ethnic labels
and derivations from first languages and
place names. Branford lists the varieties
spoken by ‘white speakers of Afrikaans,
coloured people, blacks, Indians and
English-speaking whites’ and comments:
‘An alternative classification by language
variety was tried and found impractica-
ble. A racial classification has the advan-
tage of opposing a social variable (racial
or administrative grouping) to a linguis-
tic one (language or language variety)’
(de Klerk 1996: 34). De Klerk also finds
it necessary to comment on the use of
ethnic labels, which, she suggests,
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       «should not be read as primitives but
rather as post-hoc descriptive tags. No
ethnic group is neatly defined, and lan-
guage boundaries are notoriously fluid,
with groups overlapping rather than di-
viding neatly» (1996: 9). Of course such
labels may well suggest a greater unity
than actually exists, and by utilising
place names for the variety studied, Mc-
Cormick (Mesthrie 1995: 193-208) and
Malan (de Klerk 1996: 125-148) avoid
the dangers of a term such as ‘South Af-
rican coloured English’. Beyond this, the
inherent problems of the choice of ter-
minology become clearer in that the
term ‘South African English’ has been re-
tained to apply to the English spoken by
whites. As the only variety label without
a qualifier, this must indicate the stand-
ard —an issue which will be discussed
below.
In the early 90s, much energy was de-
voted to debating the future roles and
standing of English in multilingual South
Africa. The two main viewpoints are pre-
sented in de Klerk's volume by Titlestad
and Webb. Titlestad argues in favour of
leaving language developments to mar-
ket values, which would clearly result in
the wide-spread use of English as (inter-
national) lingua franca (de Klerk 1996:
163-173). (In the context of these vol-
umes, this is clearly a minority view).
Webb points to ‘potential negative im-
plications for South Africa's cultural and
linguistic diversity if English is allowed
to dominate’ (de Klerk 1996: 177). Even
though language rights are now en-
shrined in the Constitution, this particu-
lar debate retains its urgency, with the
increasing hegemony of English raising
doubts as to whether the unfolding
multilingual language and language-in-
education policies can indeed be imple-
mented. These concerns are voiced espe-
cially by Heugh in her critical discussion
of attitudes towards multilingualism in
the Government of National Unity and
the business sector (Mesthrie 1995: 329-350). Heugh's article discusses the per-
iod up to late 1994, and the continuing
overall trend towards English-language
monolingualism —in spite of the ap-
pearance of important policy docu-
ments from the Ministries of Education
and of Arts, Culture, Science and
Technology— only serves to validate
her concern.
With so many different varieties of
English, the issue of the future standard
remains as yet unresolved. Under apart-
heid, proponents of so-called ‘restandard-
isation’ had argued that a marked Black
South African English should become the
new standard. The two papers addressing
the issue here concur in rejecting the ex-
treme restandardisation thesis and in ar-
guing that comprehensibility, both na-
tionally and internationally, is of primary
importance. In view of «phonological de-
viance as the major threat to the compre-
hensibility of spoken English» (Lanham
et al. 1995: 39), Lanham makes the case
for the use of the educated standard of
the non-native speaker as formal norm.
Wright endorses the «deliberate and in-
formed cultivation of an educated variety
of (Black South African English) closely
allied to the linguistic systems of standard
English», and continues: «This could well
satisfy the desire for an English which ex-
presses the cultural identity of its users
while retaining the practical social advan-
tages of a language which is comprehen-
sible nationally and internationally» (de
Klerk 1996: 160). It remains to be seen if
this proposal will find wider acceptance.
The proposed ‘cultivation’ of such a
variety of Black South African English
presupposes the successful implementa-
tion of the current educational reforms,
and there has been considerable debate
as to the role of English in education.
Heugh et al's volume (1995) is a product
of the educational reform movement;
papers were contributed by noted educa-
tionalists and activists within the ambit
of the Project for the Study of Alterna-
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   tive Education in South Africa, and give
a comprehensive overview of ongoing
trends. The language-in-education poli-
cy presently envisaged is that of national
additive bilingualism, as developed by
Luckett (Heugh et al. 1995: 73-78), in
which English is likely to play a substan-
tial role. For, as Alexander argues, «for
many years (possibly for as long as two
generations) there will be very strong
economic and social pressure on non-
English speakers in South Africa to target
English as a language of learning for their
children» (Heugh et al. 1995: 80). Given
the systematic deprivation suffered by
blacks as regards L2 English teaching un-
der apartheid, a renewal is now impera-
tive; but such a renewal cannot focus ex-
clusively on English, for in the typical
classroom, English will often be one of
several languages spoken by a bi- or mul-
ticultural group of pupils. This poses se-
rious problems for teachers trained and
experienced in monolingual teaching.
Hence the enormous need for —and the
success of —Heugh et al's volume. On
the one hand, it addresses language plan-
ners and teacher-educators engaged in
the democratisation process; on the oth-
er it is intended as a ‘resource-book for
teachers’ —a book that ‘make(s) avail-
able experiences of innovative work done
in multilingual classrooms under condi-
tions that may be typical of many teach-
ers' experiences’ (1995: v). The signifi-
cance of English in education is
underlined by further articles in the
other volumes. Mesthrie has included a
revised version of Hartshorne's impor-
tant review of language policies in Afri-
can education under apartheid (Mesthrie
1995: 306-318). In de Klerk's volume,
Walthers focusses on English teaching
in primary schools (de Klerk 1996:
211-230), and the crucial issue of more
appropriate teacher training is addressed
by Murray and van der Mescht (de Klerk
1996: 251-268). Education is the second
focus of Wright et al. (1995): three arti-cles are devoted to a critical considera-
tion of primary level school texts (includ-
ing the illustrations used) from a point of
view of multicultural comprehensibility
and readability. 
A final focus in these works is Eng-
lish in cross-cultural communication.
Again the pivotal position of English
—in the work of linguists, as well as in
society— becomes clear, in that both
Kaschula and Anthonissen (1995), and
Chick in his two articles (Mesthrie 1995:
230-241; de Klerk 1996: 269-283) focus
on cross-cultural communication as in-
volving English. While English is not yet
the country's main lingua franca, its role
in this regard appears very likely to grow.
Chick's two studies of complimenting
behaviour in English and Zulu address
an academic readership and represent the
growing range of studies in cross-cultural
pragmatics. Kaschula and Anthonissen,
on the other hand, seek to address the
low general awareness of differences in
culturally based communicative strate-
gies and have produced a useful book
with a very practical intent. They wish to
provide ‘accessible material … (to) … as-
sist South Africans in communicating
across cultures, not only in the corporate
world and the educational sphere, but al-
so in everyday life.’ (1995: v). From a
critical language studies perspective, they
discuss in turn language and power, cul-
ture, prejudice, social interaction, cross-
cultural communication and gender, by
applying sociolinguistic theory mainly to
Xhosa and English. Both Chick and Kas-
chula and Anthonissen reject simplistic
explanations in terms of ‘cultural differ-
ences’ (found in much work in this
field), and instead seek to address the
ideological and power dimensions of
cross-cultural communication.
In all, the five volumes give a good
overview of the present state of research
into English in South Africa, and also
point in the direction of future research.
Clearly, the varieties presently grouped
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         under the label Black South African Eng-
lish must become a focus of research;
black attitudes towards these and other
language varieties must also be investi-
gated. But in addition, Wright notes a
‘tremendous imbalance’ in research into
language in South Africa, in so far as
‘(l)anguage policy has been emphasised
to the virtual exclusion of any attention
to language cultivation’ (Lanham et al.
1995: 5). This is certainly true; but the
publications under review here shouldperhaps be seen as an indication of a new
interest in issues of language cultivation:
the clarification and implementation of
the standard-to-be, and the development
of strategies to facilitate and enhance the
acquisition of L2 English, especially in
the multicultural classroom.
Elizabeth de Kadt
Dept of Europe Studies
University of Natal, Durban,
South AfricaAyo BAMGBOS
'
E, et al. (eds.). New Englishes: A West African Perspective.  
Ibadan: Mosuro, 1995. xvii + 417 pages.This volume is a compilation of several
talks presented at the international con-
ference on «Communicative Compe-
tence and the Role of English as a Second
Language» organized by the British
Council in December 1993 in Ibadan, to
commemorate its fiftieth anniversary in
Nigeria. It contains a tasteful and timely
collection of papers and opening ad-
dresses, the bulk of which discuss the role
of English in Nigeria. On a broad level,
the papers reflect three geographical per-
spectives —that of noted Nigerian lin-
guists, language teachers, and adminis-
trators; that of the British representatives
of the British Council and the British
High Commission in Nigeria; and the
view of a few Cameroonian and Ghana-
ian linguists. 
The book contains 21 articles (14 of
which are written by Nigerians) and is
organized into five parts, viz. «English in
Language Policy» (Part I), «English Lan-
guage Teaching» (Part II), «Varieties of
English and Domains of Use» (Part III),
«Literature in English» (Part IV), and
«Corpus Research on English» (Part V).
Four opening addresses delivered at the
conference are also included in this vol-
ume. They include the one given by the
Director of the British Council in Niger-ia, the speech delivered by the vice-chan-
cellor of the University of Ibadan, the
British High Commissioner's opening
address, and the one given by the Nigeri-
an Minister for Education and Youth
Development. The powerful foreword is
written by none other than the guru of
New Englishes, Braj Kachru. Attention
will be drawn to points of interest in the
different articles. 
The volume emphasizes the pivotal
role English plays in Nigeria (and also in
Cameroon and Ghana) and identifies le-
gitimate linguistic concerns such as the
need for a current language census in
Ghana and in Nigeria (see Dolphyn:
27-33; Jowitt: 34-56), the need for a
curricular change to address the «mass
failure syndrome» at the Nigerian sec-
ondary level (see Mohammed: 130-52),
the nonchalance displayed by the Eng-
lish language examination boards such as
WAEC and JAMB in Nigeria toward
Nigerian English (see Jowitt: 34-56;
Adekunle: 57-86; Bowers: 87-98; Brum-
fit: 99-112; Afolayan: 113-129; Akere:
178-202), and the continued stigmatiza-
tion of Nigerian Pidgin, in spite of its
widespread use, its inherent creativity,
and the unique process of «de-pidginisa-
tion» it appears to be undergoing (see Ji-
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                 bril: 232-247; Elugbe: 284-299). What
adds authenticity to the issues raised in
this volume are the varieties of English
employed; most of the Nigerian writers
use Nigerianisms. Take, for instance, the
use of the verb sanctioned in the sentence
«[C]ode-mixing involving English and
the not-so-statusful Nigerian languages
is seriously sanctioned in Nigeria» (273),
and on page 281 (line 15). Numerous
lexical mirrors of the mesolectal variety
of Nigerian English (see Bamiro, 1991)
can also be found.
A most detailed repudiation of the
linguistic status quo in Nigeria is provid-
ed in Mohammed's article, which ad-
dresses a fundamental problem —the in-
effectiveness of the Senior Secondary
School (SSS) English curriculum. As
Mohammed rightly observes, the West
African Examinations Council (WAEC)
creates English tests that are «dysfunc-
tional and inappropriate” (139). Nigeri-
an universities require a credit pass in
English, but statistics indicate that 70-
75% of Nigerian students get F9 —a
failing grade. Poor performance in Eng-
lish in the WAEC English test and in the
General Certificate in Education test are
also reported for Ghana (see Dolphyn:
33). Another important point Moham-
med raises is the faulty assumption that
Standard British English is being taught
by the teachers. This is clearly not the
case, as most speak Nigerian English. A
few speak Indian English. Having at-
tended high school and college in Niger-
ia and having sat for both the WAEC
and JAMB examinations, I recall being
tested on idioms that contained items
(italicized) foreign to the culture and
natural environment. Examples included
the following: having a finger in every
pie, comparing apples and oranges, look-
ing for a needle in a haystack, and over
the grapevine. I also recall being tested on
noncount nouns like information, and
equipment and hearing every Nigerian
use the plural Nigerian English forms.The SS1 English curriculum lists
(un)countable nouns and phrasal verbs
as the focus areas. One is tempted to ask:
«In which dialect?» The mismatch be-
tween what is taught and what is expect-
ed of the students in English examina-
tions therefore deserves immediate
attention. While Mohammed makes val-
id suggestions, he advocates primarily
methodological changes and some struc-
tural ones. Like Bamgbos
'
e (9-26) and
Akere (178-202), he does not give exam-
ples of inappropriate test items or of how
the curriculum can be redesigned. In
other words, only passing reference is
made to this paradigm gap (see Sridhar
and Sridhar, 1982). Interviewing the
students who fail, and their English
teachers, would be a good start. Holding
national and regional conferences in
which language teachers, English exami-
nation preparers, and examiners are in-
vited to exchange ideas and arrive at a so-
lution is another possibility. What is
quite surprising is that this golden anni-
versary conference did not have a panel
discussion on this very important topic.
Ironically, in the September 1991 «Re-
port of the Language Group», the Com-
mittee, chaired by an advocate of Nigeri-
an English, concluded that: «The
English Junior Secondary School and
SSS curricula are adequate as they are at
the moment». In view of the fact that
these reviews are conducted only at 10-
year intervals, one can expect no major
curricular changes in Nigeria in the near
future. 
Another surprising thing about this
volume is that the contributors refer to
Nigeria as an ESL environment. This is
a misnomer, and so is the use of the
term ESL in the theme designated for
the conference. The theme should have
read «…the Role of English as a Nativ-
ized/Indigenized Language». After all,
English does serve as the L1 for some
Nigerians (see Adekunle: 86), and as the
third for others, so the terms «bilingual»
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     and «second» are not as appropriate.
Having lived in Nigeria for 12 years, I
know from personal experience that
early English acquisition is the norm in
Nigeria. Several of my Nigerian friends
were most fluent in English and, even
though they had a receptive knowledge
of one or more Nigerian languages
(their L1(s) in theory), in practice, Eng-
lish was their L1. 
Essien (269-83) provides interesting
examples of code-mixing involving
Ibibio and English. He observes that
«[I]t appears that the bilingual mind
keeps track of items which are alike in
the two languages and selects only one of
them at a time, thereby avoiding embar-
rassing repetition» (277). However, this
interpretation does not account for why
such code duplication is common in cas-
es of Hindi-English code-mixing and
switching. Essien makes an interesting
point —that Ibibio speakers tend to use
English when they quarrel and lie. In
fact, there is even an Ibibio proverb
which ‘condones’ lying in English. This
says something about the Ibibio speak-
er's associations with English.
One of the strengths of this volume
lies in its presentation of multiple themes
and perspectives. Brumfit makes a very
valid point, namely, that «debates about
the future of English, in any part of the
world, are arguments, in part, about the
potential for power of the use of English»
(105). The articles that focus on the role
of English in Ghana and Cameroon are
particularly insightful. Dolphyn observes
that, in Ghana, «These days, among sec-
ondary school and university students,
pidgin has become very fashionable»
(32). This is true of Nigeria, too, but this
point is not mentioned in any of the ar-
ticles on Nigerian Pidgin. That the Gha-
naian youth refer to Ghanaian Pidgin as
‘Harvard’, «thus giving it prestige» (Dol-
phyn: 32) is truly admirable and creative.
A suitable nickname for Nigerian Pidgin
might help with de-stigmatization. Aninteresting difference between the two
settings is that, in Ghana, «it is mostly
the boys who speak it» (Dolphyn: 32).
Bobda's article (248-68) is eye-opening,
as it draws attention to the false features
of Cameroonian English reported in a
couple of studies, and to the tendency to-
ward overgeneralization. In his words,
«There is …the temptation to make Ni-
geria a reflection of the whole of West
Africa as far as English is concerned…
National varieties like Cameroon Eng-
lish, Ghanaian English, Sierra Leonean
English and Gambian English are con-
spicuously ignored» (268). In the vol-
ume under review, none of the articles
focuses on Sierra Leonean English and
Gambian English. 
This being the first edition, it is not
surprising that there are quite a few ty-
pos. The publishers acknowledge the
three that appear in the foreword. The
following are some of the others spotted:
«if» instead of «of», on page 53 (lines 21
and 23); «into» instead of «on» on page
73 (line 22); «less» instead of «fewer» on
page 94 (line 16, although this could be
an error); «the» has been omitted on page
144 (line 4; i.e., «through the content
of…); the auxiliary verb has been omit-
ted on page 146 (line 2); the word «rela-
tionship» should be pluralized in line 20,
and line 27 erroneously contains the
noun phrase «nouveaux riches». These
and other typos will need to be corrected
in the next print. Cross-referencing be-
tween related articles in this collection
would also be in order. For instance,
some points made by Adekunle are ech-
oed in Jowitt's article. Such connections
should be acknowledged. 
On the whole, however, this volume
is very informative. The article by
Adekunle is one of the first to mention
the names of several minority Nigerian
languages, such as Amo, Angas, Birom,
Chip, Chella, Mada, Nabor, Tera, and
Yergam. The contributors bring several
burning issues to the forefront, and most
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                                                   attempt a bold break away from the Brit-
ish English tradition. Even Bowers ad-
mits that «it is part of the role of the Brit-
ish Council to be British» (88) and that
the Council has «a vested interest in
maintaining the roles of English as a lan-
guage, and British ELT as a trade and a
profession» (88). He envisions an «agen-
da for the future» in which the Council
will continue to work as «a partner with
the Ministry, WAEC, the English lan-
guage teaching profession, the media andemployers» (90). The Council's «English
2000 project» is a five-point plan that in-
cludes acculturation, via «broadcasting»
and «British cultural studies, including
literature» (95). So, in many ways, this
volume signals the need for a West Afri-
can Council.
Anita Pandey
Department of English
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University of MemphisREFERENCES
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University Press, 1996. vii + 697 pages.Because of the provincialism of such
dictionaries as Dictionary of Jamaican
English and Dictionary of Bahamian
English on the one hand, and the paro-
chialism of standard British and Ameri-
can desk dictionaries on the other, the
Dictionary of Caribbean English (hereaf-
ter, DCEU) sets out to provide as com-
plete an inventory as practicable of the
Caribbean environment and lifestyle, as
known and spoken in each territory but
not recorded in many Western diction-
aries such as Webster's or The Oxford
English Dictionary.
The lexical inventory of DCEU is
drawn from the following anglophone
Caribbean and rimland territories: An-
guilla; Antigua and Barbuda; Bahamas;
Barbados; Belize; Dominica; Grenada
and Carriacou; Guyana; Jamaica;
Montserrat; St. Kitts and Nevis; St. Lu-
cia; St. Vincent and Grenadines; Trini-
dad and Tobago; Turks and Caicos; Vir-gin Islands (British); and Virgin Islands
(US). The sources of material include da-
ta-collection workshops, transcription of
tape-recorded spontaneous speech, field-
notes, individual responses, excerpts
from written sources such as newspapers,
novels, and short stories, and specially
commissioned vocabulary collections.
According to DCEU, the vocabulary
of Caribbean English comprises «the
whole active core vocabulary of World
English as may be found in any piece of
modern English literature, together with
all Caribbean regionalisms produced by
the ecology, history, and culture of the
area» (1996: l, original emphasis). The
sources of the regionalisms, with exam-
ples, are as follows: Amerindian survivals
(e.g., cashew, p. 139); African survivals
(e.g., Anancy ‘tricky spiderman in Anan-
cy tales, originating in West Africa, espe-
cially Ashanti folklore’, p. 29); archaic
English (e.g., stupidness ‘nonsense’,
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                                   p. 537); the Bible and the Book of Com-
mon Prayer (e.g., beforetime ‘before’,
p. 90); Creole influence (e.g., massa
‘master’, p. 375); Dutch influence (e.g.,
grabble ‘seize’, p. 264); French influence
(e.g., mauvais-langue ‘vicious tongue,
gossip’, p. 377); Portuguese influence
(e.g., mulatto, p. 394); Spanish influence
(e.g., mamaguy ‘to tease, especially by
flattery’, p. 305); Indic influence (e.g.,
roti ‘a kind of unleavened bread made
out of flour, salt, and water’, p. 477);
Chinese influence (e.g., washikongs
‘white rubber-soled canvas shoes’,
p. 591); and American influence (e.g.,
drugstore, p. 205).
However, the inclusion in DCEU of
many direct lexical transfers such as cra-
paud ‘frog’, roti, and washikongs, and
loan-blends such as calalu-soup, tannia
bush, and flagu plantain, though inform-
ative because such words lack precise
equivalents in English, is debatable. As I
have argued elsewhere, such lexical trans-
fers (or borrowings) and loan-blends re-
present the sociolinguistic processes of
code-mixing and linguistic hybridization
respectively. Apart from the fact that
such lexical items are non-English
words, if we are to consider every in-
stance of lexical transfers and loan-
blends as a feature of Caribbean English
lexicon, the data become unwieldy, be-
cause in speech and especially in literary
contexts, we would expect Caribbean us-
ers of English to interlard English with
words from Caribbean primary or sub-
strate languages (see Bamiro 1994).
DCEU follows the conventional lexi-
cographic practice in assigning part-of-
speech or syntactic function to lexical en-
tries, for example, noun, adjective, ad-
verb, noun phrase, adjective phrase, adverb
phrase, etc. However, in order to avoid
arguments about what is ‘standard’, ‘sub-
standard’, or ‘non-standard’ in Carib-
bean English and the subjective prob-
lems of assigning controversial labels
such as ‘slang’ and ‘colloquial’, DCEUrecognizes instead a hierarchy of formal-
ness. For the sake of objectivity, the hier-
archy is rationalized according to four
descending levels: Formal (linguistic
forms required or acceptable in the most
serious spoken and written contexts),
e.g., To whom much is given, much is re-
quired; Informal (linguistic forms used
in speech of educated Caribbeans in con-
texts considered free of tenseness, such
use not, however, signalling intimacy),
e.g., He licked down some mangoes ‘He
knocked some mangoes off the tree’; An-
ti-Formal (linguistic forms used in con-
texts where the speaker [educated or un-
educated] intends to signal familiarity or
a willed rejection of formalness), e.g.,
The day of our own power-hungry Massas
still afflicts West Indians ‘Many West In-
dians still suffer from colonial or neo-co-
lonial mentality’; Erroneous (common
error, in conflict with educated usage),
e.g., I had was to take my baby to the doc-
tor ‘I simply had to take my baby to the
doctor’. Furthermore, a hierarchy of ‘for-
malness’ could be set up for certain lexi-
cal items. For example, the lexical item
washikongs is variously referred to in Ja-
maica as crepe-soles (Formal), sneakers
(Informal), bugas (Anti-Formal), and
puss-boots (Erroneous or Subformal). In
Barbados, the same form is labelled as
plimsolls (Formal), sneakers (Informal),
pumps (Anti-Formal), and half-cuts (Er-
roneous) (Allsopp 1984).
DCEU also furnishes certain lexico-
semantic categories by which the lexical
entries might be identified, although such
lexico-semantic categories do not feature
prominently in documenting the diction-
ary's lexical entries. The categories include
back-formation (e.g., pork-knocking, as
verbal from pork-knocker), blend (e.g.,
apartel, formed from apart[ment] +
[ho]tel), calque (e.g., foot-bottom ‘sole of
the foot’, calqued on West African lan-
guages; for example, foot-bottom translates
as isale-ese in Yoruba, spoken in Nigeria),
misascription (e.g., refuge ‘garbage’ [for
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(e.g., softly-softly), and semantic shift (e.g.,
culvert ‘a water passage’).
However, the restrictive nature of the
lexico-semantic categories and literary
sources has resulted in a non-inclusion of
many lexical items which form part of the
vibrancy of the Caribbean English lexi-
con. Examples of lexical items omitted
from DCEU belong to the following cat-
egories and literary sources which I had
identified in an earlier study (Bamiro
1996): semantic underdifferentiation,
e.g., «She was in third book» (Brodber
1988:49; book substituted for grade in an
elementary school); lexico-semantic du-
plication and redundancy, e.g., «Don't
burn down the blasted house, darling
love» (Clarke 1965:25; darling or love);
clipping, e.g., «If Neighb' Ramlaal-Wife
wasn't there we were to go to Neighb'
Doris» (Hodge 1981: 10; Neighbour); el-
lipsis, e.g., «Corpie was a Special» (Senior
1986: 116; the full form is Special Consta-
ble); lexical transposition, e.g., «But this
love-secret none knew but herself» (Mit-
telholzer 1970: 36; secret love); and ana-
logical creation, e.g., «her head-wrap cut
across her ears» (Brodber 1988: 18; cf.
head-dress or head-gear in British or
American English). 
Moreover, the following examples of
coinages or neologisms which I identi-
fied from literary sources in earlier re-
search (Bamiro 1996) are not included
in DCEU: water-belly ‘fat stomach’; mis-
sy-missy man ‘a weakling’; she-she man ‘a
weak man’; ear-sight ‘in the presence and
hearing of somebody’; still-house ‘a place
where rum is made or distilled’; dawg-
siddon ‘a house that reeks of poverty’;
sick-flag ‘a rag of cloth tied to the top of
a bamboo pole that, in times of sickness,
had to be set up by the side of the road to
attract the government doctor’; bench-
ings ‘whipping school pupils on their
buttocks laid out on benches’; over-mon-
ey ‘change left after buying things’; exhi-
bition class ‘last grade in the elementaryschool’; nose-flower ‘Indian symbol of
opulence’; godshop ‘a shop where statues
of Hindu gods and other Hindu reli-
gious objects are sold’; etc. According to
my Caribbean informants, the lexical
items furnished above are not idiolectal
(that is, coined ad hoc by the authors),
but are representative of typical Carib-
bean English since they are recurrent and
repeatedly observable in the speech and
writing of Caribbean users of English.
The implication is that subsequent edi-
tions of DCEU need to take more cogni-
zance of literary sources than hitherto.
DCEU also suffers from certain fla-
grant omissions. For example, the dic-
tionary promises on page lx to define the
term mesolect(al), as well as acrolect(al)
and basilect(al). However, whereas ac-
rolect(al) and basilect(al) are defined on
pages 9 and 82 respectively, mesolect(al)
is missing from the dictionary.
On the whole, DCEU contains a
wealth of information for scholars and
students working in the area of Carib-
bean English. In spite of the omissions
noted in the preceding three paragraphs,
DCEU is the first lexicography project to
deliberately undertake an etymological,
cross-referenced inventory of Anglo-
phone Caribbean culture. Consequently,
the lexical entries are based on the au-
thenticity of Caribbean culture, while the
multinational and cultural spread of lexi-
cal items are adequately documented and
acknowledged within the Caribbean con-
text. For example, the lexical entry BU-
GAS is classified according to the param-
eters of word-class indicator (n-pl, i.e.
noun and plural), territorial origin (JA,
i.e. Jamaica), status label(s) (AF, IF, i.e.
Anti-Formal, Informal), citations (‘Him
always use(d) to dress so fancy; now I see
him wearin(g) buga’), glosses (Rubber-
soled canvas shoes usu. with laces; plim-
solls (BrE [British English]); sneakers
(AmE [American English]), and etymol-
ogy (Cp. bogro, coarse, rough, rugged. A
possible Africanism). BUGAS is also
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other Caribbean territories as follows:
crepesoles (Trinidad and Tobago); half-
cuts (Barbados); pumps (Barbados); pun-
kasal (Grenada); puss-boots (Grenada, St.
Lucia); soft-mash (St. Vincent); soft-shoes
(Barbados, Grenada, St. Lucia); soft-
walkers (Montserrat); washikongs-watche-
kong (Trinidad and Tobago); yachtings,
yachting-shoes (Guyana). 
In addition to the main lexical en-tries, the dictionary has sections dealing
with Caribbean English, Glossary of Lin-
guistic Terminology, Layout of the
[Caribbean] Steelband, National Sym-
bols of [Caribbean] States, French and
Spanish Supplement, and a very useful
bibliography.
Edmund O. Bamiro,
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amount of semi- fluent or «bro-
ken» English which is encoun-
tered in the Indian subcontinent,
used by people with a limited ed-
ucational background.
David Crystal, English Today
With massive penetration of English
into the world, diverse and powerful
stresses and strains are operating upon
standard forms of this global language.
Distinguishable varieties of English with
local flavour and vibrations have emerged
in the ESL (English as a Second Language)
nations. On the criterion of numbers, In-
dian English (usually abbreviated IE here-
after) stands out prominently among Eng-
lishes. Although this non-native variety isnot yet entrenched and canonized by
Britsh acceptance, it is spoken by over 200
million inhabitants of India at a significant
social level. This striking linguistic phe-
nomenon can no longer be ignored and it
is in this context that the Indian English
Supplement to the 5th edition of the Ox-
ford Advanced Learner's Dictionary
(OALD,1996) is a trailblazing work.
Commenting on the reissue of Hob-
son-Jobson, the legendary dictionary of
British India, by Routledge, Salman
Rushdie noted:
I thought, too, that a modern ap-
pendix might usefully be com-
missioned, to include the many
English words which have taken
on, in independent India, new
‘Hinglish’ meanings. In India to-
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the undertrial; a boss is often an
incharge; and, in a sinister euphe-
mism, those who perish at the
hands of law enforcement officers
are held to have died in a ‘ police
encounter’ (Rushdie, 1991: 83).
The IE Supplement fits the bill by cat-
aloguing disparate lexical items: 2351 In-
dian English headwords, 100 derivatives,
107 compounds, 46 idioms and phrasal
verbs, 479 variant forms, and 134 usage
notes. In addition, 1749 cross- references
and 96 abbreviations have been put to-
gether. While the supplement is not aimed
at English speakers in the UK, USA, and
other ENL (English as a Native Language)
nations, it will certainly help them in un-
derstanding Indian subjects in which such
words are being increasingly used.
Attempts to compile such supple-
ments were made earlier by R.E.
Hawkins in the Little Oxford Dictionary
(l984), by Ivor Lewis in Sahibs, Nabobs
and Boxwallahs: A Dictionary of the
Words of Anglo-India (1991), and Nigel
Hankin in Hanklyn-Janklyn (l992). Cor-
pus-based lexicographical work on Indi-
an English was published by Subba Rao
in 1954 through Clarendon Press and at
present researchers in the English De-
partment at Shivaji University, Kolhapur
(India) are working on a corpus of spo-
ken English (Chaudhary, 1997: 5). But
the OALD section on Indian English is
the most significant advance in this field.
It shows IE as a dynamic model breaking
away from the normative citadel of Brit-
ish English. For instance, while «ab-
scond» is defined in the main section of
the dictionary, the Supplement gives its
meaning in the Indian context: «to go
away suddenly and secretly», particularly
to avoid arrest. Indians also frequently
drop the preposition after this verb, un-
like the standard British usage. Words
like amma (mother), bakwas (nonsense),
chalu (cunning), chamcha (hanger-on),dharna (protest), dishum dishum (fight-
ing in films), four twenty (cheat), inskirt
(long petticoat), janta meal (cheap meal),
khas land (government land), lassi (a
drink made from yoghurt), maharani
(queen), minorityware (a type of art, en-
tertainment, etc., that appeals to a small
number of people), nautanki (a form of
popular theatre), paper-wala (a person
who delivers newspapers and magazines
to people's homes), prepone (to move
something to an earlier time than was
originally planned), zamindar (land-
lord), etc., are used in English conversa-
tions between Indians, and as such these
have been included with grammmatical
and syntactical descriptions, example
sentences, usage notes and cline varieties
to describe their current semantic impli-
cations and contextual appropriateness.
Words from Indian languages that de-
scribe particular Indian objects, encyclo-
paedic items, and kinship terms have also
been compiled for the benefit of cross-
linguistic users, both Indian and foreign.
Discussing the principal purpose of
the IE Supplement, the compiler points
out: «The English we encounter in our
daily lives as Indians is spiced with
words that would not be understood by
the English speakers in the UK. This is
true not only of words current in Brit-
ish English that are used in a different
sense here. We often shift house, unlike
the British, who move. Or we pack
things in the dickey and not the boot of
the car, in which we might have a step-
ney instead of a spare wheel. Hybrids
like rail roko and double-roti are pecu-
liar to our vocabulary, as are com-
pounds like eveteaser, native place or
ceasework. In our colourful idiomatic
way we might eat somebody's head, use
our jack or, better still, make chutney out
of somebody. The Indian English Supple-
ment to Oxford's Advanced Learner's
Dictionary attempts to describe this
unique vocabulary and provide ready
reference for Indian English.
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opinion regarding whether IE is a dialect,
a pidgin or a creole, or a non-native varie-
ty of English at the lexico-semantic, syn-
tactic and phonological levels, the fact re-
mains that it has gained currency as a
contact and resource language as well as a
complementary code of speech. In a plu-
ral language situation like ours, English is
bound to be substantially marked and
dictionaries will have to face facts in the
shape of new context-bound word and id-
iom formations like the ones in the OALD
Supplement. In the process, normative
English is likely to be broken, fractured
and fashioned anew to suit the needs of
speakers in their own situation. As S.
Gopal notes, English is neither the sole
means of communication in India, as it is
in the Caribbean, nor does the country
have a large community of British settlers
to retain the native model. In the post-co-
lonial situation the languages of India are
giving English «an indigenous flavour» to
promote «a new idiom» (Gopal,1989:18).
Clearly, the gallimaufry of English
has allowed unparalleled linguistic ked-
geree by way of nativisation and accultur-
ation. But without the intermingling of
English and Indian languages the diverse
socio-cultural patterns of the subconti-
nent could not have been manifested.
Confident and daring innovations by re-
cent Indian writers in English exemplifythe Indianisation of English in a produc-
tive way. For example: loose-charactered
people (Dey 1989: 34), official booze
(Chatterjee 1988: 184), bad-element
friends (Ghosh 1986: 97), lafangas of the
bazar world (Desai 1984/1994: 50), A
home-bred chicken tastes no better than
lentils (Singh 1990: 87).
In the end, one feels the compiler
should have picked out important signi-
fiers of linguistic relevance from contem-
porary Indian English texts to demon-
strate the quality of judgements that
their writers make in regard to linguistic
structures. Also, the Supplement should
have covered pronunciation (strikingly
different in the Indian context) because
language is basically a spoken medium.
The institutional variety of Indian Eng-
lish will acquire authority and autonomy
only when its lexical, semantic, gram-
matical and phonological features get
standardized, but it will be historically
irrelevant to centre that standard on
British English. We will have eventually,
as Tom McArthur says, both an English
language and a range of English lan-
guages. All in all, the OALD Indian Eng-
lish Supplement shows the decolonised
language well on its way to becoming a
rooted blossomer.
Murari Prasad
Department of English
D.S. College, Katihar (India)REFERENCES
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